Cutting Instructions

*All strips cut from full width of fabric and based on 42” fabric width.

Sunflower Love
42”x54”

1 strip x 2”
1 strip x 11/2”
1 strip x 11/4”
1 square - 4” - Center
2.93” Template provided

6” Sunflower
2 strips x 21/4”

8” Sunflower

2 strips x 13/4”

2 strips x 31/4”

2 strips x 11/2”
1 square - 5” - Center
3.89” Template provided

2 strips x 21/2”
2 strips x 2”
1 square - 8” - Center
Template provided

2 strips x 21/2”
2 strips x 2”

14” Sunflower

2 strips x 11/2”
1 square - 6” - Center
4.88” Template provided

Fabric for Heart Shape
1 yard
Fabric for Background
11/2 yards - 42”x54”

10” Sunflower
2 strips x 3”
2 strips x 21/4”

Extra Large Rick Rack
33/4 yards
Fabric for Backing
About 21/2 yards

2 strips x 13/4”
Binding
1 square - 7” - Center
5.85” Template provided 5 Strips x 21/2”=121/2”=1/3 yd.
12” Sunflower
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Construction

1 Make all eight of the Sunflower blocks following the instructions from the Fat Robin Companion Booklet.
Use the Template Sheet from the Fat Robin 60˚ Mariner’s Compass Book to make the centers for your blocks.
For this quilt, I cut out finished sized fabric centers and raw edge appliquéd them onto the Sunflower blocks.
(You can also make faced circle centers or use my reverse appliqué method for finishing the centers. You can
find further instructions for my faced circles method under the TIPS tab on my website at
www.robinruthdesign.com, or follow the reverse appliqué instructions in your Fat Robin Companion
Booklet on Page 11. Make sure to backstitch at the center.) You may trim your Sunflower blocks to any
shape your desire.
2 Make the freezer paper template for the Heart. a) Make two 24” Half Circles using the template sheet found
in the Fat Robin 60˚ Mariner’s Compass Book and a 24” Square. b) Tape the Half Circles and Square
together. On the diagonal center line of the square, measure up 4”, and draw a line to the bottom corners of
each of the 24” Half Circles. c) Trim off the bottom edge of the freezer paper Heart on the drawn lines.
a)

b)

c)

24” Half Circle
24” Square

Finished Heart Template

24” Half Circle
4”

3 a) Place the Heart Template onto the fabric chosen for the Heart. Press template onto fabric (waxy side
down) being careful not press where you taped! :) b) Trim fabric about 1/2” away from the edge of the template - it doesn’t have to be perfect. Remove freezer paper template and set aside for later.
a)

b)

4 a) Arrange the blocks on your heart background as you like. For this quilt I cut the 8” block in half, and only
used part of one of the 12” blocks. Pin (you can also use a little basting spray) and raw edge appliqué them
down onto the Heart fabric. b) Trim excess Sunflower fabric away from Heart edge.
a)

b)

2

5 a) Place and center the freezer paper Heart Template back onto your Heart shape. Press in place. b) Sew
rick rack around paper template by placing the rick rack middle just outside the freezer paper. Sew down the
middle of the rick rack. Make sure rick rack ends finish to the outside, so they will later end up on the inside.
c) Flip the inside rick rack edge to the outside making sure it is fully pulled to the outside to create the Heart
shape and press in place. (Some rick rack is polyester, so make sure you don’t melt it when pressing.)
a)
b)
c)

6 Center your Heart onto the Background fabric, pin all the way around, and sew in place by stitching along
the outside edge of the Heart on the rick rack. Quilt, bind, and finish as desired!

This quilt project, or any other quilt project you want to create in this style, can be embellished using the
elements found on the next page. Sunflower blocks can be placed into any arrangement you can dream up and
each block can also be shaped so the points look more flower like. Just trim the points to whatever petal shape
you would like - if you want consistent looking petals, make a little freezer paper template to use when trimming.
The creative part is up to you! Just start making beautiful Sunflowers and see what happens!
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Optional embellishing elements
Leaves

Use these leaf shapes to add with your Sunflowers.
Use the same instructions as for my faced circles
method under the TIPS tab on my website at
www.robinruthdesign.com
Or draw your own shape!

Bias Stems and Vines

To make bias (on the bias so they can be
curved) stems and vines I have two methods.
For more ‘organic’ stems and vines I use the
following Folding Method. For more consisent
stems and vines (where the bias strip width is
consistently the same) I use the following
Sewing Method.
For either, your strips must be cut on the bias
(45˚) so they will be bendable when finished.
Folding Method - Cut your bias strip at least 11/2” wide. Fold the strip in thirds with the wrong side on the inside
and so that the raw edge ends up towards the middle on the back. You can vary the width of the bias strip easily
using this method. Machine baste down the middle of the strip to hold it in place for putting into your project.
Sewing Method - Cut your bias strips two times as wide as you want the finished width to be plus 3/4” (13/4” would
be the width you would cut using this method to get about a 1/2” stem or vine.) Sew the strip together down the
long edge WITH WRONG SIDES TOGETHER with a scant 1/4” seam. Press seam open on back of tube so it will
be hidden under the stem or vine when sewn on. This way, no turning of the tube is needed!
I most often use a hemstitch on my machine for appliquéing these onto my project, but you could also use a zig
zag stitch or decorative stitch, or even hand appliqué if you would like.
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